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Abstract
Exploiting color information in an augmented reality
(AR) application running on a mobile device becomes problematic due to the unknown lighting condition of the environment. In this paper, we propose a real-time color correction method for AR applications that use markers with
color patterns. We identify the regions of color patterns in a
marker image and estimate the black and white color points
using the marker image itself. Then, the pixel colors in the
pattern regions are corrected using the scaling vector. The
proposed color correction method requires no assumptions
on lighting conditions and is fast enough to run in real-time
on a ultra mobile PC platform. We demonstrate the performance of our method with the real world data sets.

1. Introduction
In line with the advances in mobile device platforms,
such as mobile phones and ultra mobile PCs, many AR applications have been developed on them [10]. In many mobile AR applications, fiducial markers have been frequently
used due to their robustness and ease-of-use. There exist many planar marker systems, such as Data Matrix[4],
QR code[9], ARTag[5], and ARToolkit[6], etc. The type
of coded markers [4, 9] are useful to embed information,
but not suitable for AR applications due to the high resolution of the patterns. The ARToolkit marker [6] is one of the
most popular marker systems, since it is simple and robust
enough to be used in AR applications. ARTag provides better robustness in tracking and recognition than ARToolkit.
It exploits digitized patterns to recognize the pattern inside
the border.
While most fiducial marker systems consist of black patterns printed on white background, there have been ap∗ This
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proaches that exploit color information as an important cue
[3, 7]. By adopting colors, it is possible to increase the
amount of information represented by a marker. To exploit
color information, it is required to distinguish different colors robustly. However, identifying colors in a mobile AR
environment becomes problematic due to the low quality of
the images captured by a built-in camera In addition, the
colors of illuminants incident on markers and white balance
setting of the camera make imaged colors from their original colors. Thus, color identification becomes difficult in
mobile AR environment.
Many computational color constancy algorithms have
been proposed to recover the colors of a scene precisely
[1, 2]. However, the computational color constancy algorithms are not desirable in AR applications due to the following reasons: 1) the mobile devices have limited computing performance and thus the color correction should not
take computational cost; 2) what we are interested in is only
the markers’ areas in the image while computational color
consistency algorithms perform color correction on the entire image. Julien et al. proposed an on-line photometric
calibration approach for AR [8]. However, their approach
is only for static cameras, not for moving cameras.
In this paper, we propose a real-time color correction
method for AR applications that use markers with color patterns. First, we identify the regions of color patterns in a
marker image. Then, we estimate the black and white color
points using the marker image itself. A scaling vector that
transforms one color vector under the current illuminant to
another under a canonical illuminant is found from the estimated black and white points. Finally, the pixel colors
in the pattern regions are corrected using the scaling vector through component stretch. The advantages of the proposed methods are as follows: 1) the proposed color correction method does not require any assumptions on lighting conditions or illuminations of the environment since the
sample colors for correction is obtained from the image;
2) the color correction is applied to each marker independently, and thus our method can conduct color correction
robustly even though two color markers are under different
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illuminants in the same image; 3) we perform color correction only on the regions of the color patterns and thus, our
method is fast enough to run on mobile devices.
This paper is organized as follows. We describe the details of our color correction approach in Section 2. Experimental results are shown and evaluated in Section 3. We
provide conclusions and future works in Section 4.

2. Our approach
2.1. Pattern region identification
The input image of a color marker is firstly converted
to a gray image and binarized. For binary image generation a simple thresholding method or adaptive thresholding
method is usually used. These two thresholding methods
show good results with the black and white markers and
have been adopted in many AR systems [5, 6]. When the
marker has color patterns instead of black patterns, both of
thresholding methods generally do not provide promising
results since some of color pattern regions are lost after binarization.
To robustly identify the pattern regions in a marker image, we perform per-channel binarization in each of R, G
and B channel images, and merge the binarization results
into one binary image. We apply the adaptive thresholding method to each channel image and the binary images
of all three channels are merged through AND operation.
This per-channel binarization is simple, but effective for binarization of color marker images.

2.2. Color correction
To estimate the illumination incident on a marker, we
focus on the fact that the color marker has both black and
white areas by itself. The square border is black and the
region inside the border is white except the color patterns.
We estimate both color points in RGB space by using the
corresponding regions in the marker image. Then, the component stretch is applied to pixels in the regions of color
patterns. The color correction task is independently conducted with every marker region. What we estimate is not
the global illumination of a scene but the local illumination
incident on a marker. Thus, it is possible to perform color
correction on two markers although they are under different
illuminations in an image.
Firstly, we find the pixels of the black border region "b
and the white region "w inside the border based on the connected component analysis. To reduce the errors on the
boundary of the regions, we perform the erosion on the detected regions. After the black and the white regions are
identified, we estimate the black point Be (beR , beG , beB ) and
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Figure 1. Composition of a marker. Black and
white regions are used to estimate Be and
We .
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e
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) under the unknown illumination. Finally, the R, G, and B channels are stretched independently by using Be and We . We adopt the diagonal
model of illumination change[2], through which the image
taken under one illuminant can be transformed to the image taken under another illuminant by scaling each channel
independently.
Be and We are estimated from the samples obtained
from "b and "w . For color modeling, we assume that the
pixel colors follow the Gaussian distribution in the region
"b and "w . We build Gaussian models Nb (mb , σb ) and
Nw (mw , σw ) with respect to "b and "w . We define Be
and We as

Be = m b + Γ · σ b

(1)

W = mw + Γ · σw
e

(2)

where the Γ represents a scaling vector to control Be and
We based on the standard deviation vector.
Thus, finding Γ (γR , γG , γB ) that minimizes a cost of the
mapping Be to (0, 0, 0) and We to (255, 255, 255) results
in optimal Be and We for color correction. Since the color
correction is conducted by scaling each channels independently, γR , γG , and γB are estimated with the R, G, and B
channel, respectively.
Considering a single channel, let I be the intensity of a
pixel in the channel and I ! be the intensity after the color
correction. Ideally, I ! should be the same as a desired intensity Id! after the color correction. Since there exist noises
on the pixel colors, I! is not identical to Id . Thus, the cost
of mapping from I to I ! is defined as the squared difference
between Id! and I ! .
2

C(I ! ) = #Id − I ! #

(3)

The desired pixel intensity is 0 for the black region "b
and 255 for the white region "w . The cost of mapping all
the pixels of the region "b and "w is defined as Equation 4
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and 5, respectively.
Eb =

Nb
1 !
C (Ibi )
Nb i=1

Nw
1 !
C (Iwj )
Ew =
Nw j=1

(4)
(5)

where Nb and Nw are the number of pixels in the regions
"b and "w . Ibi and Iwj refer to the intensities of pixels in
the regions.
The total cost of the mapping is defined as the sum of Eb
and Ew . By computing the costs for all the channels and
minimizing them, we estimate γR , γG , and γB and obtain
the corresponding black point Be and white point We .
Etotal = Eb + Ew

(6)

After the black and white points are estimated, we perform color correction with the pixels of the color patterns.
For a pixel P (IR , IG , IB ) in a pattern, the corrected pixel
!
!
!
color P ! (IR
, IG
, IB
) is computed from the estimated Be
and We from Equation 7.
#
"
IR − beR
!
= 255
IR
we − beR
" R
#
IG − beG
!
IG
= 255
(7)
e − be
wG
G
"
#
IB − beB
!
IB
= 255
e − be
wB
B

Since color correction task is performed on every marker
independently, the local color correction enables us to perform robust color correction with the markers each of which
has different illumination conditions. When we use several markers in a marker-based AR application, for instance,
each marker can be under different illumination depending
on the lighting condition. In this case, a preset white balance may successfully work with some of the markers, but
may not provide good color correction results to the others.

3. Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed color correction method
on a UMPC platform that has 1GHz CPU. We performed
experiments with ARToolkit style markers that contain
three color patterns of R, G and B. The color correction
speed is up to 18 frames/second with 320x240 video captured from a USB camera. The performance varies depending on the size of a marker in the video, but it maintains
real-time performance.
Figure 2 shows the results of color correction with respect to the images captured under different illuminations1 .
1 Note that the color correction results shown in the figures may not be
identifiable if this document is printed in gray-scale.

Figure 2. Color correction results under the
different illuminants: all markers are under
the same illumination(top); two markers are
under different illuminations (bottom)

In the top figure, the colors of markers’ patterns vary according to the illuminations before color correction. The
images at the top row are more reddish, bluish, and greenish colors. After the color correction, the black color of
the marker border and the white color of the regions inside the border are much improved and they are more like
the real black and the white. The colors of the patterns inside the border became closer to their original color. In the
bottom of Figure 2, two markers are under different lighting condition in the same image, and our local correction
approach successfully performed color correction on each
marker. According to our experiments the color correction
showed good results and real-time performance.
The chromaticities of a blue pattern before and after
color correction are shown in Figure 3. We captured four
image sequences, where the camera moves freely around a
marker, under four different illuminations. As we can see in
Figure 3, the same color points under different illuminations
are scattered before color correction. These color variations
make it difficult to perform color identification robustly. After the color correction is conducted (bottom), the colors of
a pattern under different illuminations became more similar to one another. Thus, performing the color segmentation
under different illuminations is possible with the proposed
color correction method.
Table 1 shows the statistics of corrected colors, which
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a real-time color correction
method for mobile AR applications. It automatically estimates the black and white points without any prior knowledges on illuminations. Our method can perform color correction on markers, each of which is under different illuminations since the local illumination incident on each color
marker is estimated. According to our experiments the color
correction showed good results and real-time performance.
As future works, the experiments with off-the-shelf mobile
phones will be conducted since they emerge as a major platform of mobile AR applications.
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